ucanr.edu/2017mgconference

#2017UCMG

register now!
Check off all of the conference offerings you would like to attend and choose your own
journey! There are a ton of opportunities to learn about new and exciting horticulture
information. Whether you are a first-year UC Master Gardener or a UC Master Gardener
extraordinaire, the conference has learning opportunities for all levels. We hope you are
inspired!

@UCMasterGarden
facebook.com/UCMasterGardeners
youtube.com/UCMasterGardeners
pinterest.com/UCMasterGarden

Web: ucanr.edu/2017ucmgregister
Registration fee: $295 ($466 actual value)

TOURS
Thank you to Los Angeles and Orange counties for the countless hours of preparation for conference tours. The final tour destinations are
not only unique and beautiful but also educational!

Tuesday Aug. 22

 Explore the Huntington Botanical Gardens
Price: +$55 | Limit: 98 | Time: 8 am - 5 pm
Spend the day at this 120-acre estate, home to more than a dozen world-class gardens. While the
Huntington Library, Art Collections, and Botanical Gardens is closed to the public on Tuesdays, they
will open the gardens especially for UC Master Gardeners. Participants will have an opportunity to meet
with garden curators, visit the Huntington Ranch where Los Angeles County UC Master Gardeners share
information on edible gardening, and explore the Huntington’s fabulous Rose Garden, Japanese Garden,
Australian Garden, Herb Garden, Desert Garden, and more. Participants will enjoy lunch on their own
at the Huntington’s cafe.
Provided on tour: Water, light portable breakfast, coffee & tea on bus, light refreshments on return trip,
entry fee to Huntington.
Activity level: Moderate, most garden areas at The Huntington are accessible to visitors with mobility impairments. However, grounds
are extensive and you will walk a lot.

Tuesday Aug. 22

 Go California Native!
Price: +$70 | Limit: 98 | Time: 8am - 4pm
Visit Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Gardens (RSABG), the largest botanic garden dedicated to California
native plants. Spread across 86 acres in Claremont, Calif. the garden displays about 2,000 taxa of California
plants and includes those native to the California Floristic Province as a whole. Enjoy a docent-led tour
of the gardens and time to explore on your own, plus lunch at the outdoor classroom with a presentation
by Peter Evans, director of horticulture at RSABG.
Provided on tour: Water, light portable breakfast, coffee & tea on bus, box lunch, light refreshments on
return trip, entry fee to museum.
Activity level: Easy, some steps and uneven ground.
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TOURS (CONT. )
Tuesday Aug. 22

 Community Engagement with Gardens and Nature
Price: +$70 | Limit: 48 | Time: 8am - 5pm
On this full-day field trip, spend the morning visiting school and community gardens that showcase Los
Angeles County UC Master Gardener activities. In the afternoon, visit the gardens at the Los Angeles
County Natural History Museum, where you will meet the UC Master Gardener and museum staff who
bring the museum’s garden education programs to life. The 3.5 acre garden was designed with an eye
towards attracting wildlife and studying nature in the city, including plants that offer food and shelter
for wild animals. Renowned landscape architect Mia Lehrer, garden designer, said of the site, “This is
a new kind of garden space, an urban ecological laboratory where people can learn and have a better
understanding of nature within the city.” Features include an edible garden, a living wall, bird viewing
platforms, permeable paths, water features, and bioswales. After touring the gardens, participants will
have time to enjoy the exhibits at the Natural History Museum on their own before heading back to Long Beach.
Provided on tour: Water, light portable breakfast, coffee & tea on bus, box lunch, light refreshments on return trip, entry fee to museum.
Activity level: Easy, some steps and uneven ground.

Tuesday Aug. 22

 Dramatic Gardens from the Desert to the Sea
Price: +$68 | Limit: 49 | Time: 8am - 6pm
Come to Orange County for a tour that will treat you to a sample of the best horticultural showcases!
Start your day at the UC Agricultural & Natural Resources South Coast Research and Extension Center
(SCREC) located on 200 acres and established by UC in 1956 as a representative site for agricultural
research. Tour and experience the variety of activities from demo landscapes to youth gardens, fruit tree
field research projects to chickens and beekeeping topped off by a special luncheon. Next, travel to the
coast for a personalized tour of Sherman Library and Gardens. This 2.2 acre horticultural retreat offers
a museum of living plants, displayed in a setting of gardens, patios and conservatories blooming with
seasonal flowers and bubbling tile fountains – plus a specialized research library center devoted to the
study of the Pacific Southwest. Finish the day at nearby Roger’s Gardens, a destination home, garden and
landscape design center. One of Orange County’s premier nurseries for over 50 years, Rogers will delight with both outdoor and indoor
spaces ranging from an outstanding plant collection and creative plantings to world class decor, artisan collectibles and gourmet foods.
Shop to your heart’s content!
Provided on tour: Water, lunch, light refreshments on return trip, entry fees to gardens.
Activity level: Easy, some steps and uneven ground.

Wednesday Aug. 23

 Los Angeles Farm and Garden History
Price: +$45 | Limit: 48 | Time: 8am - 11:30 am
Did you know that the roots of California’s abundant agriculture can be found in Los Angeles County?
Explore our surprising farm and garden heritage with a morning visit to the Rancho Los Cerritos in
Long Beach. The Rancho is a holdover from the era when cattle grazed throughout Southern California,
and rancheros and their families cultivated elaborate gardens. Tour the Rancho’s gardens, which include
specimen trees that date back to the mid-19th century, as well as lush 1930s-era landscaping designed by
well-known landscape architect Ralph Cornell. Learn about California’s farm and garden history from
UC Cooperative Extension Advisor Rachel Surls and UC Master Gardener of Los Angeles County, Judith
Gerber, co-authors of the recently published book “From Cows to Concrete: the Rise and Fall of Farming
in Los Angeles.” Copies of the book will be available for purchase and signing by the authors.
Provided on tour: Water, coffee and refreshments at Rancho Los Cerritos, entry fee to gardens.
Activity level: Easy, some steps and uneven ground.
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SESSIONS
SESSIONS
Included in general conference registration is the plenary sessions, which includes two keynote speakers, the awards banquet and
seven breakout sessions. For an additional fee, attendees may choose to register for one of six two-hour intensive classes to add to their
educational experience. Choose one class per breakout session below. Our comprehensive program is designed to give you a full range
of educational and fun horticulture learning and networking opportunities.

>> Wednesday Aug. 23 <<
 Welcome
12:30 - 1pm

Missy Gable, Director, UC Master Gardener Program
Keith Nathaniel, County Director, UCCE Los Angeles County
Director
Darren Haver, County Director, UCCE Orange County

 Keynote Speakers
1 - 3:30pm

Dr. Allan Armitage, Emeritus Professor at the University of
Georgia
Adam Schwerner, Disneyland’s Director of Horticulture and
Resort Enhancement

 Awards Banquet
5 - 8 pm

 Guest
+$85

Silent Auction
Search for Excellence winners
5,000 hours volunteer recognition awards

>> Thursday Aug. 24 <<
9 - 10 am Session A
(select one: )
 How to Make an Insect Collection
Karey Windbiel-Rojas and Anne Schellman, UCCE Associate Director for Urban & Community IPM/ Area IPM Advisor,
Urban IPM Educator
Having a display of common ‘good bugs” and ‘bad bugs’ is very useful during outreach events. Come learn how to pin
insects and make your own insect collection! Participants will learn the basics of catching and preserving insects and other
arthropods, and get hands-on experience pinning insects. Attendees will even get a ‘starter kit’ to take home to continue
building your program’s collection of insects common in your area. Bring at least 10 good sized dead insect specimens, so
you can practice pinning. Some insects and other pinning materials will be provided. (This is a duplicate session.)
 With PlantRight, You Too can Prevent the Sale of Invasive Plants
Stephanie Falzone, Project Manager, PlantRight
Learn how PlantRight partners with the nursery industry, plant scientists, government, and non-profits to stop the sale of
invasive plants. Since 2010, PlantRight has been conducting an annual nursery survey for invasive plants with the help of
many UC Master Gardener volunteers. Get an exclusive look at the 2017 Nursery Survey results and find out what you can do
to stop the sale of invasive ornamental plants and promote non-invasive alternatives.
 California Wildlife in the Home Landscape
Niamh Quinn, UCCE Human-Wildlife Interactions Advisor
There are many human-wildlife conflicts occurring in the Californian home landscape. Learn how to manage everything
from mice to mountain lions using integrated pest management.
 The Wonderful World of Succulents
Ernesto Sandoval, Director, Botanical Conservatory at UC Davis
Ernesto Sandoval wants you to know that you can grow succulents in your garden. Sandoval, director of the UC Davis
Botanical Conservatory will present his case using high quality photographs and science. The focus will be on aloes, agaves,
cacti, and other beautiful and practical succulents, but Ernesto will also discuss some less common drought-tolerant plants.
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 Generate a Buzz with Social Media!
Pamela Kan-Rice and Tyler Ash, UC ANR Assistant Director, News and Information Outreach and UC ANR Marketing
Specialist and Social Media Coordinator
Social media is becoming more influential and has evolved into a powerful direct communication tool. With the program’s
focus on education and outreach, social media is a natural fit to help disseminate information and reach a wider audience
than ever before! Learn the latest in developing and managing content with the team from Communications Services at UC
Agriculture and Natural Resources. Grow a larger fan base and create a loyal following.
 Tree Health: Recognizing and Understanding Diseases in Shade Trees
Dr. James Downer, UCCE Horticulture and Plant Pathology Advisor, Ventura County
Join Dr. James Downer Horticulture and Plant Pathology Advisor as he discusses the health of shade trees. Trees catch,
harbor and infect each other with diseases that are contagious, cause symptoms, shorten their lifespans and predispose
them to failure. Accurate diagnosis of tree diseases and an understanding of the physiology of disease development aids in
developing treatment protocols that include adjusting arboricultural practices to maintain diseased trees.
 Training and Pruning Grapes
Carmen Gispert, UCCE Viticulture and IPM Advisor, Riverside
Proper pruning of grapevines preserves one year old wood and encourages the vines to grow a structure conducive to
harvesting. Proper pruning is a worth wile investment and a skill one can develop. It helps to understand a few basic
principles of grape pruning to maintain a healthy and productive vine. Learn when, how and why to prune grapevines with
UC Cooperative Extension Viticulture and Pest Management Farm Advisor Dr. Carmen Gispert.
 Search for Excellence Winners
First, second and third place winners.
First, second and third place winners of the UC Master Gardener Program Search for Excellence (SFE) will present on their
winning projects. SFE recognizes projects that exemplify the incredible impacts programs are making across the state.
Attend, enjoy, and learn about our phenomenal 2017 SFE winners.
 Applied Desert Ecology for the Home Landscape
Angelica Elliott, Landscape and Gardening Education Coordinator, Desert Botanical Garden, Phoenix AZ
Applying the science of ecology to the home landscape can be challenging, especially when working with desert plants.
Come and learn about desert plants and why they behave the way they do with influences such as insects, water and sunlight.
Knowing and understanding how these plants behave (and why!) will make you a better gardener, conservationist and
general steward of the environment.

10:20 - 11:20 am Session B
(select one:)
 Palm Nutrition and Management
Dr. James Downer, UCCE Horticulture and Plant Pathology Advisor, Ventura County
The improper care of palms stems from a lack of knowledge about the unique physiology and needs of palms. Improve your
knowledge of proper palm care practices by joining Dr. James Downer Horticulture and Plant Pathology Advisor with the
UC Cooperative Extension in Ventura County as he highlights palm nutrition and management techniques to keep palms
looking their best.
 Abiotic Disorders of Landscape Trees
Janet Hartin, UCCE Environmental Horticulture Advisor, San Bernardino, Los Angeles, and Riverside Counties
Did you know that most tree ailments are not caused by diseases or insects? Non-living disorders such as too little or
too much water, high heat, frost, pollution, not enough root space, topping, soil compaction, root damage due to nearby
construction and other stressors can lead to unhealthy trees and even premature death. Since prevention is always key, learn
how to reduce the chances of losing a valuable tree before its too late.
 Desert Design
Angelica Elliott, Landscape and Gardening Education Coordinator, Desert Botanical Garden, Phoenix AZ
As gardeners, we know that color is important, but why? Learn about color theory and how gardeners can use harmonious
color combinations to evoke feelings or influence state of being. See color theory in action with displays from the Desert
Botanical Garden in Phoenix, Arizona and find inspiration for color and composition in your own landscape. Merge art and
science during this class with unique desert plants and their flowers, leaves and textures.
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 UC’s Landscape Plant Irrigation Trials: the quest for low water plants
Karrie Reid, UCCE Environmental Horticulture Advisor, San Joaquin County
Join Karrie Reid, as she explores the evolving methods of the irrigation trials and their role in expanding the information
available about plant water use in the landscape. Participants will come away with an understanding of the difference between
drought-tolerance and low-water use, and the strategies that make for successful low-water gardening in the west. Beautiful
landscapes and water-conservation can go hand in hand.
 Eyeconic Roses
Dr. Jim Sproul, MD
Learn about the development and breeding of Dr. Jim Sproul’s unusual Hulthemia rose hybrids. After more than 15 years
working with these unique hybrids, Sproul has developed a series of Hulthemias that have been named the Eyeconic® Roses
which offer a unique flower form with a distinguishing central blotch characteristic of these beauties. The early hybrids are
relatively maintenance-free in climates of the Western U.S. and Canada, however, Jim continues to work on improvements
and is especially working toward more black spot tolerant selections.
 Training Fruit Trees for Production and Ease of Management
Chuck Ingels, UCCE Farm and Horticulture Advisor, Capital Corridor
Why does my tree’s fruit production seem to move higher and higher each year? UC Cooperative Extension Farm and
Horticulture Advisor in Sacramento County Chuck Ingels will discuss different ways to train fruit trees to keep small enough
to reach from the ground or small ladder. Particular emphasis will be placed on fruit bushes and espalier training, which
facilitate tree management and covering trees to exclude pests.
 LandEscape: Plan a Low Maintenance-High Enjoyment Garden!
Kirk Brown, President, The Association of Garden Communicators (GWA)
Plan a new garden landscape, plant color and seasonality to update and enhance property value. Practice low maintenance
gardening. Enjoy time in the outdoors instead of being a slave to mowing, sowing and growing chores. LandEscape will
guide you through the dizzying array of new plants, outdoor materials, design choices, sources, and sites that can define an
outdoor Landscaped Lifestyle. From the oldest trade secrets of best plants and practices to the newest introductions of green
roof technology, pollinator gardening, the latest hardscape materials and mixed-use residential environments, this course will
encourage everyone to relax into his or her own “LandEscape!”
 Plant Propagation: Ready, Set, GROW!
Taylor Lewis, Teaching Nursery Manager, UC Davis Arboretum
Learn the art of propagation from UC Davis Arboretum Nursery Manager Taylor Lewis. Topics include starting from seeds,
rooting cuttings, and making divisions. Proper preparation of materials, choosing the right containers, the best tools, media
choices, hardening off and rooting hormones are also covered. This session will take place in an outside classroom setting and
offer hand-on activities. (This is a duplicate session.)

12:30 - 1:30 pm Session C
(select one:)
 Tree Management Techniques During Drought
Dr. Igor Lacan, UCCE Environmental Horticulture Advisor, San Mateo-San Francisco Counties
Under water restrictions? Don’t forget to water the trees! With the removal of lawns some trees have experienced a fast
decline and even death. Learn how trees respond to drought, recognize drought symptoms, and the ways help trees survive
the drought. Join UC Cooperative Extension Environmental Horticulture Advisor of San Mateo-San Francisco counties Dr.
Igor Lacan to learn the dos and don’ts of managing trees during drought or water restrictions.
 Gardening with Straw Bales
Dustin Blakey, UCCE County Director and Horticulture Advisor, Inyo-Mono Counties
Do you garden in a place with poor or no soil? Do you wish you had raised beds, but you’re dreading the expense and effort
of filling and constructing them? Straw bale gardening may be an answer! Participants will learn the basics of this gardening
system as well as its pros and cons in California.
 Soil Solarization: the Weed and Pest Armageddon
Dr. James J. Stapleton, IPM Plant Pathologist, Kearney Research and Extension Center
Soil solarization is a non-chemical method for controlling soil borne pests using high temperatures produced by capturing
radiant energy from the sun. The method involves heating the soil by covering it with a clear plastic tarp for 4 to 6 weeks
during a hot period of the year when the soil will receive the most direct sunlight. When solarization treatment is augmented
by addition of organic soil amendment(s), it is termed biosolarization.
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 Rare Fruit for Climates with Relatively Frost Free Winters
Tom Del Hotal, Horticulturist and Nurseryman
Many areas of California have climates or micro-climates that only occasionally get frost or temperatures that dip below
freezing during winter. This affords gardeners the unique opportunity to grow a wide variety of rare fruits that are native
to subtropical locations in addition to low-chill temperate zone fruit. Join Tom Del Hotal, as he talks about many of the
uncommon fruiting plants that gardeners can enjoy in the warmer areas of California.
 Ornamental Tree Training and Pruning
Dr. James Downer, UCCE Horticulture and Plant Pathology Advisor, Ventura County
Proper pruning of ornamental trees improves their structural strength, maintains their health, enhances their beauty, and
increases their value. Proper pruning is a worth while investment and a skill one can develop. Pruning is one of the most
important cultural practices in ornamental tree management. Many people are apprehensive about pruning, but knowing
how, when and why to prune will end these fears. Join Dr. James Downer horticulture and plant pathology Advisor with the
UC Cooperative Extension in Ventura County and learn about the proper training and pruning practices of ornamentals
trees.
 Plant Photography
Ernesto Sandoval, Director of the Botanical Conservatory, UC Davis
Capturing a garden or plants’ true beauty is difficult and often times challenging. Come learn tips for using a camera to
capture those special moments of nature’s beauty with Ernesto Sandoval, Director of the UC Davis Botanical Conservatory
and plant photography enthusiast. With over 16 years of experience in photography Sandoval enjoys sharing slideshows to
plant friendly people as well as helping them learn from his trial and error approach to plant photography. No experience
required.
 Putting it All Together: Making Sense of Drip Irrigation
Chuck Ingels, UCCE Farm and Horticulture Advisor, Capital Corridor
Installing drip irrigation may seem simple, but there’s a lot to know with all the different ways to use it. We will view and
discuss the basic parts from the controller and valve to the end caps, and we’ll focus on different types of drip tubing and
emitters. There will also be discussion of design and “looping” the system, as well as the need to be sure you have enough
pressure for your system to work correctly. This session will take place in an outside classroom setting.
 No Watering Required--Artsy Stuff in the Garden
Kirk Brown, President, The Association of Garden Communicators (GWA)
Since the Greeks put marble fauns in the landscape, people have been accessorizing their gardens with non green “stuff ” that
adds to the appeal of living outdoors. Walk through your garden with thoughts developed in this—sometimes humorous—
look at artistic exterior creations. From watering cans through containers to stained glass, crafts, stone, metal, and truck tires
with supplies from the basement to the attic this presentation will excite you with the possibilities waiting to happen for your
next season.

1:50 - 2:50 pm Session D
(select one:)
 California Soil Health
Dr. James J. Stapleton, IPM Plant Pathologist, Kearney Research and Extension Center
Soil health refers to the level of continuing capability of a soil ecosystem to sustain the life forms that depend upon it. Soil
health considerations include physical, chemical, and biological elements. Join Dr. James J Stapleton as he discusses human
management practices that have a great influence on the health of soil.
 What to do When a Reporter Calls
Pamela Kan-Rice, UC ANR Assistant Director, News and Information Outreach
The phone rings…it’s the news media, what do you do? Working with the media can seem overwhelming, but learning
how to work with reporters can reduce anxiety and enhance our outreach. Join Assistant Director of News and Information
Outreach for UC Agriculture Natural Resources, Pam-Kan Rice, as she discusses how to prepare for working with the media.
In print or live on camera, Pam will discuss considerations for different kinds of media, how to communicate clearly and
deliver messages to your audience through the news media.
 Urban Tree Diversity
Dr. Igor Lacan, UCCE Environmental Horticulture Advisor, San Mateo-San Francisco Counties
Join UC Cooperative Extension Environmental Horticulture Advisor of San Mateo-San Francisco counties Dr. Igor Lacan as
he discusses the importance of urban tree diversity and planting the right tree. A broader diversity of trees is needed in our
urban landscapes to guard against the possibility of large-scale devastation by both native and introduced insects and disease.
We will discuss some ideas to help home gardeners with their tree selection.
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 You Can Garden For Life with Adaptive Gardening
Toni Gattone, UC Master Gardener and Owner, Toni Gattone and Associates
Toni Gattone’s educational and inspiring ‘how-to’ seminar is designed for baby boomer gardeners and gardeners of any ages
who find their mobility limitations keep them from fully enjoying working in their gardens. Her talk is filled with dozens of
tips and techniques how to make small changes that will make a big difference in your garden. Toni shows gardeners how
they can adapt their own tools at home or replace them with the latest ergonomic tools that will make gardening easier. (This
is a duplicate session.)
 Rare Fruit for Climates with Freezing Winter Weather
Tom Del Hotal, Horticulturist and Nurseryman
Areas of California that frequently have temperatures below freezing have a climate which affords gardeners the unique
opportunity to grow a variety of cold hardy rare fruit. Join Tom Del Hotal, (horticulturist) as he talks about many of the
uncommon fruiting plants gardeners can enjoy in the colder areas of California.
 Rose Hybridizing
Dr. Jim Sproul, MD
Join Dr. Jim Sproul as he discusses creating new roses. Dr. Sproul describes the creation of new roses, by rose hybridizing or
rose breeding, as “a practice into which one enters with awe and anticipation.” Rose hybridizing has been a hobby that Dr.
Sproul has enjoyed for the last 25 years. It is a journey into which he has set out to find unique roses. It is a journey, however,
without a true destination, for it is along the path that new roses will be found. Join Dr. Sproul on the path to new roses.
 How to Make an Insect Collection
Karey Windbiel-Rojas and Anne Schellman, UCCE Associate Director for Urban & Community IPM/ Area IPM Advisor,
Urban IPM Educator
Having a display of common ‘good bugs” and ‘bad bugs’ is very useful during outreach events. Come learn how to pin
insects and make your own insect collection! Participants will learn the basics of catching and preserving insects and other
arthropods, and get hands-on experience pinning insects. Attendees will even get a ‘starter kit’ to take home to continue
building your program’s collection of insects common in your area. Bring at least 10 good sized dead insect specimens, so
you can practice pinning. Some insects and other pinning materials will be provided. (This is a duplicate session.)
 Converting to a Low-Water Landscape- Step-by-Step
Karrie Reid, UCCE Environmental Horticulture Advisor, San Joaquin County
Join Karrie Reid, as she takes a holistic approach to converting a traditional high-water use landscape to a beautiful
and gratifying water-efficient garden. Attendees will be taken step-by-step through converting spray heads to drip
without ripping up the entire yard, and walked through other ways to be water-efficient throughout the entire
landscape. Come away with the basic tools needed to convert your own garden, or to teach others these concepts.
 Advanced Rose Pruning
Baldo Villegas, Master Consulting Rosarian
Rose pruning makes larger flowers and invigorates plant and shoot growth. Learn proper dormant and fall bloom pruning
techniques from Master Consulting Rosarian Baldo Villegas, including his 3 minute pruning technique that is sure to change
the way you prune roses. As a successful rose exhibitor Villegas knows what to do to get award winning blooms through
proper pruning.

3:10 - 5:10 pm Intensive Session
(optional:)
 Illustrated Garden Journal - Available on Weds. & Thurs.
Price: +$25 | Limit: 18 per class
Brenda Swenson, Artist, Author, Instructor
The Illustrated journal is the creative process of recording your garden in an artful way. We’ll explore approaches to drawing,
nature sketching, watercolor and documentation. Best of all your illustrated journal will uniquely reflect your style and
creative voice. Workshop participants will benefit from demonstrations, encouragement and individual help. Workshop skill
level: All Supply list: Journal Supply List
 Making Great Diagnostic Photos on a Budget
Price: +$25 | Limit: 40
Dustin Blakey, UCCE County Director and Horticulture Advisor, Inyo-Mono Counties
A picture is worth a thousand words, especially when you’re trying to diagnose a problem in the garden or identify an
unknown plant. A fancy camera isn’t necessary to make useful pictures. We’ll learn how use your cell phone or that old pointand-shoot camera in your county office to take great shots of plants in the office or in the field. Bring your charged up smartphone or a camera with built-in flash because we’ll be taking pictures.
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 Plant Diagnostics - Available on Weds. & Thurs.
Price: +$25 | Limit: 30
Janine Hasey, UCCE Tree Crop and Horticulture Advisor, County Director, Sutter-Yuba Counties
Learning how to diagnosis plant problems (plant diseases, insect damage, abiotic problems including assessment of herbicide
damage) and the identification of insects and weeds is an essential skill of a UC Master Gardener volunteer. Knowing what
information to gather, how to describe damage, plant or insect parts, all assist the diagnostic process. This two hour intensive with UCCE Tree Crop and Environmental Horticulture Advisor Janine Hasey will help develop skills and confidence on
how to diagnose plant problems and where to find information and solutions to those issues.
 John Bartram: America’s Master Gardener
Price: +$25 | Limit: 200
Kirk Brown, President, The Association of Garden Communicators (GWA)
America’s first and foremost botanist and plant collector is again on the speaking circuit! Close friends with Benjamin
Franklin and George Washington, he was a correspondent with many of the world’s foremost scientists and plant collectors
including: Philip Miller, Carl Linnaeus, Johann Gronovius and Peter Collinson. He is credited with reforesting most of the
English countryside with new “American” plant introductions. He was especially conscious of how easily man can destroy the
balance of nature. His humor, his passion and his achievements will entertain, inspire and awe as he shares his hope for the
future of the earth and the people who inhabit it!
 Grapevine Management
Price: +$25 | Limit: 120
Carmen Gispert, UCCE Viticulture and IPM Advisor, Riverside County
Join Viticulture and Pest Management Farm Advisor Dr. Carmen Gispert in this two-hour intensive class about grapevine
management. Through this class attendees will review and learn how to properly select, grow train, prune and identify
common pests and disease of grape vines.

>> Friday Aug. 25 <<
9:15 - 10:15 am Session E
(select one:)
 Native Bee Groups of California
Gordon Frankie, Professor of Environmental Science, Policy, and Management, UC Berkeley
Take a deeper look at the common groups of bees native to California with UC Berkeley professor Gordon W. Frankie.
Examine and learn about the very diverse group of Apidae bees. It contains an array of digger bees, carpenter bees, bumble
and honey bees as well as many wasp-like bees.
 Edible Landscaping- The New American Garden
Rosalind Creasy, Landscape Designer, Author, Photographer
One of today’s gardening buzzwords is sustainable. You’d be hard put to find a more sustainable landscape style than an
organically grown edible garden. Rosalind Creasy, pioneer in the field of edible landscaping, award-winning professional
photographer; and author of 18 books on gardening, including Edible Landscaping; will give a mouth-watering slide
presentation. Among the topics she will cover: the basic principles of designing edible landscapes, an A to Z of her
recommended beautiful edible plants for California gardens, and include photos of a wide variety of residential and
commercial edible landscapes using vegetables, fruits, and herbs.
 Changing Climate, Changing Minds: Forging Alliances to Ensure a Sustainable Future
Mimi Enright, Susan Foley, UCCE Master Gardener Program Manager, Garden Sense Program Coordinator,Sonoma County
Come learn about the Garden Sense program that won the top Public Service Award at the 2105 International Master
Gardener Conference, and find out many acre-feet of water have been conserved since the program inception in 2013! The
Garden Sense program is a joint program between the UC Master Gardener Program of Sonoma County and the Sonoma
County Water Agency. Originally conceived to help homeowners in lawn-rebate programs complete their projects, Garden
Sense is unique in that consultant teams make free home visits to residents who are interested in reducing their landscape
water usage.
 Great Rose Collections
Baldo Villegas, Master Consulting Rosarian
Stop and smell the roses with Master Consulting Rosarian and retired entomologist Baldo Villegas. Through his travels,
work and participation is rose shows Baldo has had the opportunity to tour extraordinary rose collections and gardens.
Grand or small, organized or free to roam join Baldo as he shares his favorite rose collections and gardens with you.
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 Citrus Varieties
Lance Walheim, Lawn and Garden Expert and Author
Join Lance Walheim, renowned author and garden expert to learn about the old and new citrus varieties for California. Learn
the latest varieties in growing backyard citrus such as: oranges, lemons, kumquats, grapefruits and exotic citrus.
 You Can Garden For Life with Adaptive Gardening
Toni Gattone, UC Master Gardener and Owner, Toni Gattone and Associates
Toni Gattone’s educational and inspiring ‘how-to’ seminar is designed for baby boomer gardeners and gardeners of any ages
who find their mobility limitations keep them from fully enjoying working in their gardens. Her talk is filled with dozens of
tips and techniques how to make small changes that will make a big difference in your garden. Toni shows gardeners how
they can adapt their own tools at home or replace them with the latest ergonomic tools that will make gardening easier on
their body. (This is a duplicate session.)
 Designing for Drought with Succulents and other Climate Appropriate Plants
Ernesto Sandoval, Director of the Botanical Conservatory, UC Davis
Take a photographic tour of various gardens, large & small as well as public and private, that Ernesto has installed to
minimize or mitigate water use whilst increasing diversity. He’s been promoting lawn removal for years and will share what
he’s learned to successfully transition away from water hungry horticulture!
 Incorporating California Natives into the Landscape
Robert C. Perry, Landscape Architect and Author
Understanding and advocating the use of California natives in urban landscapes embraces a philosophy of landscaping and
gardening that is more essential than ever before. Engage in this conversation with landscape architect and author, Bob
Perry. Explore insights and views Bob has encountered during his 45 years of teaching, writing and professional work.
 Graywater Systems-Laundry to Landscape
Janet Hartin, UCCE Environmental Horticulture Advisor, San Bernardino, Los Angeles, and Riverside Counties
Simple laundry-to-landscape graywater systems no longer require permits in many jurisdictions in California. This
session will provide an overview of all the basics regarding use of home graywater laundry-to-landscape systems and
their installation. You’ll learn what laundry products are recommended for use with these systems and cautions regarding
potential environmental and human health concerns. In addition, you’ll be provided with a checklist of ‘best management
practices’ to help ensure success!

10:35 - 11:35 am Session F
(select one:)
 Multi-Purpose Plants for California Landscapes
Janet Sluis, Horticulturalist/ Curator, Sunset Western Garden Collection
Join Horticulturalist and Curator of the Sunset Western Garden Collection, Janet Sluis, to learn about new trends in plant
breeding, and see which varieties have done well in California trials. Focused on replacing thirsty, labor intensive varieties
with more colorful, resilient alternatives, she works with breeders, hybridizers, and nurseries all over the world. Her plant
collection test garden is shown in Kathy Brenzel’s latest book The Sunset Western Garden Book of Easy Care Plantings.
 Roses
Baldo Villegas, Master Consulting Rosarian
Join Master Consulting Rosarian and retired entomologist Baldo Villegas as he shares his love of roses. Learn about the main
classes of roses and about some of the best varieties to grow in your local area. Baldo has over 3,000 roses in his own garden
and is always acquiring new varieties wherever he travels. Learn about the newest roses and those that are the most fragrant
and most disease resistant.
 New statewide UC Master Gardener Survey: How YOU make a difference!
Katherine Webb-Martinez, Associate Director, UC ANR Program Planning and Evaluation Program
Kit Alviz and Dr. Tamekia Wilkins, Associate Director, UC ANR Program Planning and Evaluation Program and UC Master
Gardener Statewide Evaluation Coordinator
UC Master Gardener volunteers have an important role in making the newly launched Statewide UC Master Gardener
Outcome Evaluation Survey a success! In the spring, the statewide office piloted the process with a few counties. Come and
learn the results of the pilot and lessons learned from that effort. Questions and concerns will also be addressed to make this
statewide effort as successful as possible. In this session, attendees will learn how the data can be used to support volunteer
work locally and statewide, how the findings will be incorporated into public value impact statements, and more about the
importance of this evaluation.
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 Graywater Systems-Laundry to Landscape
Janet Hartin, UCCE Environmental Horticulture Advisor, San Bernardino, Los Angeles, and Riverside Counties
Simple laundry-to-landscape graywater systems no longer require permits in many jurisdictions in California. This
session will provide an overview of all the basics regarding use of home graywater laundry-to-landscape systems and
their installation. You’ll learn what laundry products are recommended for use with these systems and cautions regarding
potential environmental and human health concerns. In addition, you’ll be provided with a checklist of ‘best management
practices’ to help ensure success!
 Proper Citrus Pruning Practices
Lance Walheim, Lawn and Garden Expert and Author
Training and pruning citrus trees is a different process than pruning other fruit trees; learn the ins and outs of proper training
and pruning from planting to production.
 Plant Propagation: Ready, Set, GROW!
Taylor Lewis, Teaching Nursery Manager, UC Davis Arboretum
Learn the art of propagation from UC Davis Arboretum Nursery Manager, Taylor Lewis. Topics include starting from seeds,
rooting cuttings, and making divisions. Proper preparation of materials, choosing the right containers, the best tools, media
choices, hardening off and rooting hormones are also covered. This session will take place in an outside classroom setting and
offer hand-on activities. (This is a duplicate session.)
 Magical Miniature Gardens
Anne of Green Gardens, Author
Watch Anne make several magical, miniature gardens, see a presentation about miniature garden styles, and learn about her
miniature garden book.
 Rain Gardens: Capture Rain and Let the Benefits Flow
Valerie Borel, UCCE Horticulture and Master Gardener Coordinator, Los Angeles County
Rain gardens are a popular way to conserve water for landscape and food plants. Rain gardens also provide beauty and
interest in landscapes and can be a perfect addition to California’s Mediterranean climate. Join Horticulture and UC Master
Gardener Program Coordinator, Valerie Borel as she explores the wonders of rain gardens.

12:45 - 1:45 pm Session G
(select one:)
 California Native Plants
Robert C. Perry, Landscape Architect and Author
Take a visual tour of the many magnificent California natives with the author of Landscape Plants for California Gardens,
Bob Perry. Perry will discuss plant characteristics and adaptations that enable many California natives thrive in our
Mediterranean climate.
 Farm+Food Lab Demonstration: Great Park, Orange County
Sharon Stolen and Teena Spindler, UCCE Program Coordinator, UC Master Gardener volunteer, Orange County
Farm + Food Lab Demonstration garden is a 2010 Search for Excellence award winning outdoor classroom in Orange
County’s Great Park. This garden is 12 hands-on themed gardens, an outdoor classroom, compost and vermicomposting
bins, an espaliered fruit tree orchard, a container blueberry orchard, potting benches, and seasonal exhibits. We will share our
successes, a template to create this in other counties and a few of our setbacks and frustrations as well.
 Recipes for a Bee Friendly Habitat Garden
Gordon Frankie, Professor of Environmental Science, Policy, and Management, UC Berkeley
Join published author and professor Gordon W. Frankie as he shares the recipes for creating a bee friendly habitat garden.
Looking through the world like a bee Frankie will talk about using the right mix of plants to accomplish a bee haven and
create the ultimate bee getaway by providing appropriate nesting habits in the landscape.
 Helping Landowners Through the Revegetation Process after Large Scale Tree Mortality
Tracy Celio and Debbie Powell, UCCE Master Gardener Program Coordinators, Central Sierra
Based on the results of a recent train-the-trainer program, this session provides an overview of materials available to UC
Master Gardeners to educate their community when asked “what do I plant now that all the conifers are dead?” The materials
provide guidance to small parcel owners, local jurisdictions, nonprofits, home owners associations, and others interested in
revegetation/reforestation after tree mortality due to fire, drought, or beetle infestation.
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 Growing an Heirloom Garden: Vegetables and Flowers
Rosalind Creasy, Landscape Designer, Author, Photographer
Our ancestors grew large meaty tomatoes, beets the size of volleyballs, and melons so fragrant they could perfume a room.
They also planted flowers with grace and charm that were not bred like numerous modern varieties to eliminate pollen or to
look good in a gas station. Many of those old varieties are now lost, but there is still an exciting array of old-fashion edibles
and flowers we can still grow and enjoy today. Join photographer and author, Rosalind Creasy for an illustrated lecture on
how to both select, grow, and cook with heirloom vegetables; as well as find out how to keep this amazing gene-pool of over
30,000 heirloom vegetables and flowers alive and thriving for the next generation
 Sustainable Color Choices
Janet Sluis, Horticulturalist/ Curator, Sunset Western Garden Collection
Join Horticulturalist and Curator of the Sunset Western Garden Collection, Janet Sluis, to learn about the latest plant
collection featuring more perennial color vs. more traditional annual color. Using perennials to add color to the landscape is
rewarding all year round and can be achieved through a variety of colors, textures and forms.
 The Art of Bonsai: Selection, Styling, Maintaining, Presenting
Ken Schlothan, Past-President Orange County Bonsai Society
The growing of bonsai, which translates literally as ‘plant in a tray’, it combines both horticulture and art, creating trees that
are often referred to as ‘living sculptures’. This session will review what the definition of a bonsai is, what materials can be
used along with what is most popular. Past-President Orange County Bonsai Society, Ken Scholthan, will also review the
many types of soil mixtures that can be used, how to choose a pot, prune, feed and maintain a tree as well as what a Bonsai
presentation looks like.

EXTRAS
Take advantage of reduced pricing on UC ANR publications and pre-order some of your favorite research-based gardening books when
you register! Pre-orders are available for pick up at the conference. UC ANR Publications will also be on-site selling an expanded
selection of your favorite publications at 40% off retail price, just for UC Master Gardeners. (Applicable sales tax added at registration).
 Calif. Master Gardener Handbook, 2nd Edition (Pub. #3382)
Price: +$18 | Retail price: $30
The definitive guide to best
practices and advice for gardeners
throughout the West, completely
redesigned in full color.

 Abotic Disorders of Landscape
Plants (Pub. #3420)
Price: +$21 | Retail price: $35
This manual contains a wealth of
information to help you diagnose
abiotic disorders in landscape
plants.

 California Bees & Blooms
(Pub. #3486) *25% off
Price: +$21 | Retail price: $28
An authoritative look at bees,
emphasizing their vital relationship with flowers; and beefriendly plants.
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 The Home Orchard (Pub. #3485)
Price: +$15 | Retail price: $25
Gain an insiders look at both
standard growing methods and
unique innovative practices;
Photos of practices such as key
budding and grafting methods.

 Healthy Roses, 2nd Edition
(Pub. #21589)
Price: +$6 | Retail price: $10
New information on cultural
practices; including establishment, irrigation, soil, and
nutrition, and pruning.

 Pests of Landscape Trees and
Shrubs, 3rd Edition (Pub. #3359)
Price: +$22.20 | Retail price: $37
Easy-to-use manual covers
insects, mites, nematodes, plant
diseases, and weeds that can
damage California landscapes.

EXTRAS (CONT.)
Order the official 2017 UC Master Gardener conference apparel online prior to the conference. By placing your pre-paid order when
you register, your apparel will be packaged and waiting for you at the conference. Conference apparel comes embroidered with the
UC Master Gardener Program logo and Long Beach 2017 below. No on-site sales of apparel at the conference, so don’t miss out on this
unique opportunity!
 2017 UC Master Gardener Sport Polo (Women’s)
Price: +$29 | Color: Lime Shock | Sizes: XS - 4XL
Smooth micropique polos that wick moisture and resist snags. 3.8-ounce, 100% polyester tricot snag
resistant moisture-wicking double-needle stitching throughout tag-free label taped neck self-fabric collar
open placket curved back waist seam for flattering fit.

 2017 UC Master Gardener Sport Polo (Men’s)
Price: +$29 | Color: Lime Shock | Sizes: XS - 4XL
Smooth micropique polos that wick moisture and resist snags. 3.8-ounce, 100% polyester tricot snag
resistant moisture-wicking double-needle stitching throughout tag-free label taped neck flat knit collar
3-button placket with dyed-to-match rubber buttons set-in, open hem sleeves side vents.

 2017 UC Master Gardener Fleece Vest (Women’s)
Price: +$41 | Color: Black | Sizes: XS - 4XL
Ward off early morning chills by insulating your core with this soft, cozy Eddie Bauer fleece vest. Princess
seams, reverse coil dyed-to-match zippers, front zippered pockets with tricot lining, binding at armholes
and an open hem. Contrast Eddie Bauer logo embroidered on hem. Made of 12-ounce, 100% polyester
fleece which incorporates Low Impact Technology for enhanced softness and performance.
 2017 UC Master Gardener Fleece Vest (Men’s)
Price: +$41 | Color: Black | Sizes: XS - 4XL
Ward off early morning chills by insulating your core with this soft, cozy vest Contrast rolled top collar,
zippered chest pocket, reverse coil contrast zippers, front zippered pockets with tricot lining, binding at
armholes and an open hem. Contrast Eddie Bauer logo embroidered on right chest Made of 12-ounce, 100%
polyester fleece which incorporates Low Impact Technology for enhanced softness and performance.

Questions? Contact:
Registration & Conference Support
Lauren M. McNees
Program and Event Specialist
Phone: (530) 750-1257
Email: mgevents@ucanr.edu
Web: ucanr.edu/2017ucmgregister
Important Dates:
Last day to register: August 7, 2017
Last day for a full refund: July 24, 2017
No on-site registration available
Hotel accommodations are not included in
registration
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